
 

My First Fishing Adventure 
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It’s Thanksgiving Monday today and as I was thinking about all those special times with family and this memory of 
a day with my dad popped into my head. It’s not about a Thanksgiving turkey. It’s about a precious time I will carry 
to the grave. The first true fishing adventure of my life. 

It occurred in the 1950’s when I was seven or eight. It was off the shores of Point Clark, a cottage community along 
the crystal waters of Lake Huron. I have many fond memories of that little community. Things like a family tour of 
the, sadly soon to close, Pine River Cheese factory. The majesty of the old Imperial Lighthouse and walks with my 
mother in the small churchyard where she explained to me that epidemics were the cause of gravestones with 
family members dying just days or weeks apart. 

I can still see in my mind that vast swath of green-blue as we drove over the ancient shoreline bluff of what 
geologists call Lake Algonquin. Twelve thousand years ago It was a vast inland freshwater ocean covering Huron 
and Michigan. There was no Bruce Peninsula or Georgian Bay for they were submerged by water left in the wake 
of the retreating Ice Sheet. Glacial Ice that had towered some two hundred metres above the places like the CN 
Tower. 

Our little lot would have been well submerged back then. My parents plan was to build a cottage for our family of 
six at that place. With the beach  just a few steps across the road I can now imagine how often the screen door 
would have slammed as my brothers and I ran for the beach. The cottage was never built, my parents deciding it 
was better to make a tidy profit on the lot rather than spend what would have been to them a small fortune on a 
cottage. So whenever possible we camped. I can’t remember how many summers we did that, certainly not 
enough.  

My most memorable experience from that brief period was a fishing trip with my father. My fishing experience to 
date had been off the swimming dock catching suicidal rock bass and sunfish on hooks baited with bread dough 
or wee bits of ballpark weiners.  

 



This trip was to be an excursion into the mighty waters of Lake Huron in a tiny boat. Just my father and I in pursuit 
of Jumbo Perch. Wow, Jumbo Perch… I conjured up visions of fish the size of my youngest brother. Dad said to 
catch these monsters it was important to choose the right bait, and have the right tackle. The first choice in bait 
was minnows. So we set traps off the local docks and creeks and checked them until we had at least three dozen.  

The backup bait was the almighty nightcrawler. The  pursuit of these creatures took place on the lawn at home, 
often in the wee hours of the morning. Or if we got really serious we’d head to the local golf course. Back then we 
were allowed to traipse around the fairways, bucket and flashlight in hand. Dad was way ahead of me at spotting, 
grabbing, and holding onto those slippery critters. 

We didn’t own a boat at the time, but a gentleman that owned a two-storey cottage right on the water was happy 
to loan us a his small rowboat. I think it was wooden and required a bit of bailing. I distinctly remember a finicky 
3 ½ Hp Johnson motor. It was slow in starting and it’s speed to noise ratio was even slower.  

Dad had me check my tackle which included an old steel casting rod and reel. The couple of times I tried casting 
with that thing I ended up with a birds nest of knots the size of a pro basketball. For catching perch dad made up 
some special leaders that sported two hooks, one set about a foot above the other. There was a substantial lead 
sinker at the end, and the idea was to keep your bait just off the bottom. As we sat by our campfire the evening 
before he gave me instructions on jigging, and setting the hook. I added a request for a calm day to my bedtime 
prayer that night. 

When he woke me it was still dark. A quick breakfast and we headed to the beach with our gear. The lake was flat 
with a thick mist hovering. Soon we were chugging toward Michigan with the telltale glow of a sun rising in the 
east.  

Now Lake Huron is impressive from the shore but when you are seven years old, and heading out through the 
mist in a leaky boat the lake grows in stature. As the shoreline disappeared Huron took on a different persona, 
and my questions started flying as I shouted them at my father above the din of the sputtering outboard. 

How far are we going dad?” 

“Still a ways to go son, we’re about a quarter of the way there.” 

“Won’t we end up on the other side?” 

“Oh no, that’s a lot further.” 

“What if the motor conks out?” 

“We row.” 

“What if we sink?” 

“We swim back to shore.” 

“But I can’t swim that far, and I can’t see shore.” 

“You can hitch a ride on my back.” 



I’m sure I was driving him crazy with all my questions. When at last the sun broke through the mist it did little to 
reassure me for landfall was just a thin line on the horizon. Dad looked back towards shore and studied the water. 
He cut the motor and had me lower the anchor over the bow. To me it seemed to be going down forever. When 
it finally hit bottom he said “That’s good we’re at about thirty feet.” 

“Isn’t that too deep?” 

“Nope son, it’s perfect, If you look back you notice the water is darker. This is a shoal and if we’re lucky we’ll hit a 
school or two of those big Perch.” 

He showed me how to hook my minnow and had me play out my line. “When you hit bottom just bring it up a few 
inches and jig it slowly every once and awhile.” 

I did as he said and before he had lowered his own line I hollered. “Dad look!” I’m sure my eyes were as big as 
saucers as I pointed to my rod tip which was bouncing.  

“Okay that’s a bite, next time it goes down give it a jerk and if you feel the weight of a fish start reeling.” 

I did, and was soon excitedly reeling in a fish. “If it’s a Jumbo how will we get it in the boat?” 

“Oh I’m sure you’ll be able to lift it in son, if not I’ll help you.” Soon I had the fish on the surface. Dad smiled. “It’s 
a beauty, bring it in.” I looked down at a perch that looked to be about fourteen inches long.  

“But it’s not a Jumbo I complained.”  

He laughed. “It’s about as Jumbo as they get and you outfished your old man, you caught the first one.” 

I learned that Jumbo was simply a comparison of these one to two-pound beauties to the little six-inch perch we 
caught off the docks. 

After six more were on our stringer the bite stopped. Dad said “they’ve moved on, but they’ll be back.” We took 
a break and chowed down on a couple of sandwiches and some hot chocolate. Soon the rod tips started dipping 
again. An hour later we had a good stringer full of perch. “Well that’s a good day of fishing son and I think that 
first one you caught was the biggest.” 

As we headed back I looked forward to a feast of pan-fried perch. I would watch dad fillet those fish with amazing 
speed and bread and fry them to a golden brown. I was hooked and have been ever since.  
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